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1. INTRODUCTION

ABSTRACT

Mass unsolicited electronic mail, often known as spam [7]1 ,
has recently increased enormously and has become a serious
threat to not only the Internet but also to society. This is
especially true in Japan, where mobile phones have e-mail
capability and e-mails through these devices have become indispensable to society. Under these circumstances, there exists a strong requirement for a spam ﬁlter which can protect
large mail servers. However, none of the currently known
spam ﬁlters can eﬀectively cope with the huge volume of
traﬃc with suﬃcient accuracy.
Even though a lot of studies have been undertaken to
create and improve spam ﬁlters, most of them are for e-mail
clients which are used on a terminal. Such spam ﬁlters, for
e-mail clients, should be accurate, easy to personalize, and
easy to use. However, the required characteristics of a spam
ﬁlter for e-mail servers are slightly diﬀerent. They are:

The volume of mass unsolicited electronic mail, often known
as spam, has recently increased enormously and has become
a serious threat to not only the Internet but also to society. This paper proposes a new spam detection method
which uses document space density information. Although
it requires extensive e-mail traﬃc to acquire the necessary
information, an unsupervised learning engine with a short
white list can achieve a 98% recall rate and 100% precision.
A direct-mapped cache method contributes handling of over
13,000 e-mails per second. Experimental results, which were
conducted using over 50 million actual e-mails of traﬃc, are
also reported in this paper.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.2.8 [Database Management]: Data Mining; H.3.1 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Content Analysis
and Indexing; I.2.6 [Artiﬁcial Intelligence]: Learning

• High processing speed:
Large ISP e-mail servers have to handle billions of emails per day. This means that the spam ﬁlter has to
handle more than 1000 e-mails per second. Since the
most well known spam ﬁlter program requires 10 to
100 milliseconds to deal with each e-mail, performance
improvement is necessary.

General Terms
Performance, Experimentation, Security

Keywords

• Ease of maintenance:
Most of the traditional spam ﬁltering methods requires
maintenance of their data-base so that they can handle new types of spam. Unfortunately, spammers tend

spam, unsupervised learning, document space density, directmapped cache

1
Mass electric mail includes both unsolicited mail and solicited mail. In general, mass solicited mail includes mail
magazines, error mails, etc., and spam mainly refers to unsolicited mail. In this paper, spam refers to both types of
mass mail. Since a short white list, i.e., a data base which
stores the list of proper senders, seems to work well with the
method presented in this paper, we aren’t concerned about
this confusion of solicited and unsolicited mails. See Section
5.2 for details.

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
KDD’04, August 22–25, 2004, Seattle, Washington, USA.
Copyright 2004 ACM 1-58113-888-1/04/0008 ...$5.00.
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to be very productive and are always producing new
type of spam. This makes maintenance work diﬃcult, especially for e-mail servers. The learning function of the traditional method is adequate for individual customers but not for groups of customers. This
also makes maintenance diﬃcult. A maintenance free
method such as an unsupervised learning method is
desirable.
• High accuracy:
Although accuracy is important for spam ﬁlter for clients,
it is also important for a spam ﬁlter to be accurate
for e-mail servers. When considering an anti-spam arrangement, the requirements for judgment accuracy
are diﬀerent for clients and servers. A server requires
miss-judgment probability of normal e-mail being marked
as spam to be zero, whereas that strict requirement is
not as necessary for clients. In other words, a method
of anti-spam arrangement that achieves the above requirement will only be implemented within a network
server environment.

1’st hash value
Figure 1: Vector Representation of E-mail
much smaller. For example, they make shorter spam e-mail
with small alterations. They also add random words so that
random words disturb the statistical analysis. Such tricks
make the learning task diﬃcult. In other words, ﬁnding a
function to discriminate between spam and non-spam mail
on this representation alone is not a simple task.
We also use related representation (See next section for
details). However, to treat Japanese and English e-mail together in an eﬃcient way requires that we choose hash-based
text representation. Hash-based text representation is one
of the basic text representation methods [6] and it is used
for a variety of purposes, e.g., text retrieval [1], text compression [13], and spam ﬁltering[3, 18]. Since hash-based
text representation doesn’t require a morphological analysis
of Japanese text, it therefore improves the performance of
our method.
A high speed text search engine is an important component of our method. A direct-mapped cache [17] is the core
of the engine and it is used as a substitute for the LRU
cache. LRU performance on heavily maldistributed data is
studied in various network applications. For example, [10]
analyzes WWW traﬃc and reveals LRU’s high performance
on gathering maldistributed WWW data. In our study, the
direct-mapped cache [17] is used to gather maldistributed
spam mails.

• Privacy protection:
In order to be implemented on an e-mail server within
a network, it is desirable that a method and related
operations do not directly look or reveal the content
of e-mail. Some type of abstraction needs to be done
at the ﬁrst stage of the method.
This paper reports on a new spam detection method for
e-mail servers. Two key ideas of our study are 1) the use of
document space density [15] information, and 2) an eﬃcient
implementation of the ﬁrst idea through the use of a directmapped cache [17]. The proposed method requires extensive
volumes of e-mail traﬃc to acquire the necessary density information. Thus it is not adequate to use this method for
client terminals. However, the latter three characteristics,
i.e., ease of maintenance, high accuracy and privacy protection, are achieved. To realize the ﬁrst characteristics, i.e.,
high processing speed, an on-line unsupervised learning engine with a direct-mapped cache method is developed.
Section 2 of this paper ﬁrst surveys related work and determines their limitations in order to clarify the motivation
of this research. Section 3 explains the analysis of document
space density with a direct-mapped cache engine. Section 4
reports on the experimental results that used over 50 million
actual pieces of e-mail traﬃc. It also compares our method
with other methods. Section 5 discusses related topics. Finally, Section 6 concludes our ﬁndings.

2.

2’nd hash value

spam
Not spam

3. DENSITY-BASED SPAM DETECTOR
The analysis of document space density itself and the unsupervised learning engine with a direct-mapped cache are
the key ideas of our study. This section explains these two
ideas with an implemented system.

RELATED WORKS

Since spam has become a serious threat to society, a lot of
study has been undertaken to create spam ﬁlters to protect
e-mail users, e.g., [3, 4, 14, 16], and [18]. Some of them use
a Bayesian-like approach [4, 14], or a rule-based approach
[16], and some use a checksum data base [3, 18] to detect
spam.
Vector representation, e.g., TF IDF[15], combined with
machine learning techniques [8] are commonly used to detect spam. A fundamental dilemma is the diﬃculty of the
learning problem. Figure 1 shows a sample vector representation of a group of e-mails. Spammers today seem to
have a great deal of knowledge about techniques used to detect spam. They try to make the size of their information

3.1 Document Space Density
Although most of the conventional spam ﬁlters use vector
representation for the basic representation of data, we use
document space density [15] as the key piece of information
to distinguish spam from other e-mails. More precisely, we
just count the number of similar e-mails. By counting the
number of similar mails, we can estimate the local document
density around the mail.
Figure 2 shows the histogram of e-mails shown in Figure
1. The X and Y axis are that of Figure 1. The Z axis
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Figure 4: Hash-based Vector Representation
Figure 2: Histogram of Similar Mails
substring are calculated,2 and then the ﬁrst N of them are
used as vector representation of the e-mail.
Japanese, English and other languages are used in mobile phone e-mails in Japan. Bigram [9] is known to work
well for Japanese. Term frequency is commonly used for
English. The hash-based representation can extract enough
information from various languages in a singular and simplistic way. Its eﬃciency is also the reason we choose this as
our representation method.

Mail server cluster
Mail server

Mail server

Internet

Switching Hub
Mass Mail Detector

Mail server
SMTP
handler

Vectorizer

Mass Mail
Cache

3.3 Caching Architecture
An unsupervised learning engine is used to ﬁnd spam from
huge volumes of e-mail traﬃc. Since it has to handle over
1000 e-mails per second and it needs to check a million previous e-mails to handle the current single e-mail, naive implementation requires over a billion similarity checks and
this isn’t realistic. To solve this problem, we have developed a new type of unsupervised learning engine which uses
a direct-mapped cache [17] architecture to speed up processing.
Figure 5 shows the data structure and Figure 6 shows
the algorithm. The hash data base in Figure 5 stores the
hash values of each e-mail and the number of similar e-mails.
The direct-mapped cache copies the n% of the hash values.
It also stores the pointer to the e-mail’s entry in the hash
data base. To check a single piece of e-mail, in order to
ﬁnd similar previous e-mail which share S% of the same
hash values, the algorithm shown in Figure 6 ﬁrst checks the
direct-mapped cache. The direct-mapped cache is a simple
hash table, and the algorithm can ﬁnd the entries of e-mails
which have the same hash value through this cache.
The contents in the direct-mapped cache are simply overwritten if the hash values are overlapped. When all the
hash values in the direct-mapped cache are overwritten by
other e-mails, the algorithm deletes the entry in the hash
data base for the overwritten e-mail so that it can reuse the
memory space of the hash data base.
Although this architecture does not have an explicit LRU
cache mechanism to control entries in the hash data base,
the overwrite mechanism of direct-mapped cache controls
the entry in the hash data base as if it were controlled by a
LRU mechanism.

Figure 3: Conﬁguration of Mass-Mail Detector

is the number of similar e-mails. As clearly shown in the
Figure, the use of the histogram makes distinguishing spam
from other e-mails far easier. Actually, experimental results
reported in Section 4 showed that simple threshold is enough
to distinguish spam from other e-mails.
Spammers conduct marketing, commercial, and even unethical activities by sending out a huge amount of spam.
This high volume is required as it is the only way to receive
enough economical beneﬁt. There is therefore a heavy maldistribution on e-mail traﬃc, making document space density
a good index to identify spam. Although ordinary users seldom send more than 1000 similar e-mails, spammers have
to send the same spam far more than that. Note that some
of the unethical spam mail are said to be diﬃcult to judge
even for a human. However, the existence of over thousand
identical e-mails makes the fact clear.

3.2 System Configuration
Figure 3 shows the system conﬁguration of MMD (MassMail Detector) that we have implemented. By monitoring
network packets at the switching hub, the SMTP handler
analyzes SMTP traﬃc between mail servers and reconstructs
the text of e-mails. Then, Vectorizer transfers the text into
vector representation.
There are various vector representations, such as term frequency and N gram [9]. Although they are candidate representation, we use a hash-based vector representation (See
Figure 4). From each e-mail, hash values of each length L

2
We use the standard hash function provided in linux C
library.
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DMC (Direct-Mapped Cache)
Pointer to Hash Database
Entry 0
1
2
...
m

Main Procedure Check-Mail
Input
T : Text of Mail
Var h: Hash value
begin
New-Hash-DB-Candidate
← Make N Hash values from T
for h in New-Hash-DB-Candidate do
if Similar(Mail in Hash-DB pointed by h,
New-Hash-DB-Candidate)
then Update-Similar-Mail(
Mail in Hash-DB pointed by h)
exit Check-Mail
// If No Similar Entry exists in Hash DB
Store-New-Mail(New-Hash-DB-Candidate)
end

Pointer by h1
Pointer by h2

Hash Database
No. of
Similar Mails
Mail 0
1
2
...
M

No. of
DMC Entry

Hash 1 Hash 2

h1

...

Hash N

h2

Figure 5: Data Structure of Mass Mail Cache
Total Number of e-mail
Total Number of “spam”
DMC entry
Hash Data Base entry
“spam” threshold
L: length of substring
N: Number of hash values for each e-mail
n: Percentage of hash values copied in DMC
S: Similarity threshold
Memory Size
CPU time
Number of “spam” Type
Percentage of “spam” Type
Estimated Recall (See Fig 8)
Precision

Function Similar
Input
H1: Hash-DB entry
H2: New-Hash-DB-Candidate
begin
if H1 and H2 share S same hash value
then return Yes
else return No
end

53,985,002
12,324,762
2,000,000
1,000,000
100
9
100
10 %
90 %
825 MByte
4340 sec
14,320
22.8 %
98 %
100 %

Procedure Update-Similar-Mail
Input
H1: Hash-DB entry
Var h: Hash value
begin
Increment “No.of Similar Mail” of H1
for first n h in H1 do
Set-DMC-Entry(current h, H1)
if No.of Similar Mail > D
then Mark H1 as “spam”
end

Table 1: Summary of Experimental Results

4.

Procedure Store-New-Mail
Input
H2: New-Hash-DB-Candidate
Var h: Hash value
begin
Store H2 as New Hash DB Entry
for first n h in H2 do
Set-DMC-Entry(current h, H2)
Set “No.of Similar Mails” as 1
Set “No.of DMC Entry” as n
end

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Unfortunately, we are not allowed to disclose all of our
ﬁndings to protect privacy. This section only summarizes
important statistics.

4.1 Results on “spam” through Mobile Phone
We have analyzed actual SMTP traﬃc transferred through
segments of a genuine mail site. Since no single segment
transfers all of the SMTP traﬃc, we were only able to analyze a part of the overall traﬃc. A Pentium 4, 2.4 GHz,
desktop computer with 2Gbytes of memory was used for the
experimentation.
Table 1 summarizes the results. 22.8% of the total number
of e-mails are spam, and the distribution of similar e-mail
is shown in Figure 7. As seen in various network data, [10]
for example, the distribution of similar e-mail follows Zipf’s
law (See Figure 7).
The similarity threshold used in the experimentations is
90%. E-mails transferred more than 100 times are marked
as spam. 100% of marked mails are mass mails as is deﬁned.
One million entries for the hash data base and two million
entries for the direct-mapped cache consumed 825M bytes.
100 substrings whose length being 9 are used to make hash
values for each single e-mail. 10% of the hash values in the
hash data base are copied in the direct-mapped cache.

Procedure Set-DMC-Entry
Input
h: Hash value
H: Hash-DB Entry
begin
Set DMC Entry for h so that it points H
if Previous h already point Hash-DB Entry: e
& e = H
then Decrement “No.of DMC Entry” of e
if “No.of DMC Entry” of e = 0
then Delete e from Hash DB
& Clear DMC entry which point e
end

Figure 6: Mass Mail Caching Algorithm
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Figure 7: Distribution of Similar E-mail
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Figure 9: Cache Usage Log

Total CPU time (sec)

Recall rate
Missed spam

Learning time (sec)
Memory Size (MB)

Recall (%)
Precision (%)
Speed Ratio

SVM NB
756
79
744
22
191
70
81
47
99
97
1009 106

C4.5
254
244
58
77
95
379

K-nn

10881

NA
81
81
100

14528

bsfilter SpamA.

65
33
327
73
98
87

225
NA
192
83
22
300

Table 2: Comparison with Other Methods

0

In the experiment, some occurrences of seed are missed
and the recall rate (ratio of found and inserted spam) shows
a diﬀerent line (white squares in Figure 8). When each seed
is inserted 100 times, 98% of inserted spam e-mail are found.
Since this number means that when a spammer sends 1000
commercial e-mails per day, 98% of them are detected. Since
this seems to force a change in the current spammer’s business model, we tentatively use 98% as the recall rate of our
methods. In practical sense, both the precision and recall
rate of our method are good enough.
Figure 9 shows the cache consumption. The continuous
line shows the hash data base consumption (percentage) and
the cross shows the direct-mapped cache consumption. After the direct-mapped cache is ﬁlled, the consumption of the
hash data base becomes stable and is about 90%.

20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200
Number of Inserted SPAM
Figure 8: Recall Rate

Note that the results might include both unsolicited and
solicited mass e-mails. However removing solicited mass email, e.g., mail-based magazines, by using a short white list
is not diﬃcult, and we aren’t concerned about the confusion
between solicited and unsolicited mails (See Section 5.2 for
details). A short white list seems to work well with density
based analysis.
Since counting the recall rate directly from actual e-mail
traﬃc has privacy issues and is diﬃcult, we have performed
preparatory experimentation. From the traﬃc mentioned
above, the ﬁrst 10 million e-mails are extracted and merged
with pseudo spam e-mail. The preparatory experimentation
measures the recall rate over this pseudo spam e-mail (See
Figure 8).
100 seeds of spam are prepared and each seed is randomly
inserted so that the total number of each pseudo spam becomes some speciﬁc number (10, 20, 30, 40, 60, 80, 100 and
200 are used in the experimentation). In Figure 8, hatched
squares show the number of totally missed seed. Of all the
seed inserted ones inserted more than 30 times were found.
Half of the seed inserted 10 times were found, but half were
missed.

4.2 Performance Comparison
In the experiment shown in Table 1, our method could
handle 13,361 mails per second (1.25 billion e-mails per day).
None of the known spam ﬁlter seems to be able to handle
over thousand mails per second. Additionally, most of them
requires a supervisor for learning. Thus, as far as we know,
our method is the only solution for our purpose, i.e, ﬁltering
out spam e-mail from regular mail traﬃc passing through
our server without human maintenance.
Table 2 shows some comparisons. It shows the performance of the known method on our mail data. First 10,000
mails are used for this experimentation. To setup learning,
spam e-mails, detected by our method, are marked as spam
and others are marked as non-spam.
Support Vector Machine (SVM [11]), Naive Bayes (NB
[5]), C4.5 [12], and K-Nearest Neighbor (K-nn [8]) are re-
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Recall (%)
Precision (%)
Recall (%)
Precision (%)
Recall (%)
Precision (%)

SVM
81
99
100
100
100
100

NB
47
97
88
96
85
97

C4.5
77
95
100
100
99
99

K-nn

Correct

81
100
100
100
100
100

Miss

100
95
Recall Rate(%)

2/3 Train
1/3 Test
10 fold
CV
Test =
Train

Table 3: Testing methods
sults of well-known machine learning methods. Weka [19]
implementation are used in the experiments. Since these
are general supervised learning methods, the contents of
our hash data base are used as the attributes. The ﬁrst
two thirds of the input are used for training. The latter one
third of them are used for testing.
bsfilter [2] is an implementation of the method proposed
in [14]. It is a slightly modiﬁed version so that it can handle
Japanese. SpamA shows the results of SpamAssassin [16].
Although it does not require learning, the lack of Japanese
handling results in its low precision. Since these two are
spam ﬁlters, original e-mails are directly input into the system.
None of them have enough processing speed and none of
them shows a recall rate of over 90%. Among them, SVM
has the most desirable results (81% recall & 99% precision
within a reasonable amount of CPU time). However, the
diﬀerence between SVM’s results and that of our method
is signiﬁcant. Also, the diﬀerence between supervised learning and unsupervised learning is signiﬁcant, from a practical
point of view. The most apparent diﬀerence is the CPU time
required. SVM could only handle about 13.2 (= 10,000/756)
e-mails per second. In other words, the required CPU time
of SVM is 1009 times more than that of our method. Therefore SVM is too slow for our purposes.

5.

90
85
80
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0
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100

150

200

250

300

Mail Sequence
Figure 10: Eﬀect of Topic Change

for training and the latter one third is used for testing. With
this suﬃcient amount of data it becomes a better method
for evaluation. Table 2 shows such results.
To check what happens in a real life situation, we performed diﬀerent experimentations. In the experimentations,
we used e-mails in a public mailing list to emulate spam
e-mails, and we used e-mails in a diﬀerent mailing list to
emulate ordinary e-mails. The use of a public mailing list
enables us to undertake careful analysis of e-mail contents,
which we are not able to perform on e-mail traﬃc discussed
in the previous section.
The ﬁrst mailing list has 528 e-mails (group S). The content of the e-mails relates to the Unix operating system. The
second mailing list has 1583 e-mails (group H). The content
of these e-mails relates to Chinese language. bsfilter was
trained with all the e-mails in group H and half of the emails in group S. Half of the e-mails in group S was used to
check the change of recall rate. Figure 10 shows the results.
As clearly shown in Figure 10, bsfilter miss-classiﬁed most
of the e-mails after some period, in addition the recall rate
decreased. After careful analysis of the e-mails in group S,
it is revealed that a new topic starts in that period. In the
mailing list, the participants ﬁrst discuss the general characteristics of Unix. Then, from that period onward, they
start a new discussion about how to compile some speciﬁc
program on Unix. This change in topic disturbs the analysis
of bsfilter and reduces its recall rate.
Although a new type of spam, which introduces a new
product, seems to make a similar disturbance, it appears
that cross validation cannot evaluate these phenomenon.
Note that the recall rate of bsfilter can be increased by
on-line learning (See Figure 11). By reconstructing its data
base when it encounters new e-mail, we can increase the
recall rate of bsfilter. This emulates a more realistic situation of using a spam ﬁlter for personal use. However, cross
validation cannot handle this situation.

DISCUSSION

5.1 Accuracy & Evaluation Method
The results shown in Table 2 are worse than reported elsewhere [4, 14, 16]. Since most of them do not fully specify the
experimental conditions and the data set used is diﬀerent,
we can not ﬁrmly conclude the reason for this diﬀerence.
But experimental results shown in Table 3 show the diﬃculty in evaluating the performance of spam ﬁlters. Table 3
shows the same performance measures shown in Table 2.
But it also shows the accuracy measured by 10 fold cross
validation and accuracy on the training test.
Although cross validation is one of the standard ways to
evaluate the accuracy of learning systems, it is not an appropriate way to evaluate the accuracy of spam ﬁlters. As
shown in the Table, the accuracies measured by cross validation are similar to that on training data. Since a spammer
sends a lot of the same spam, random sampling of cross validation tends to make an equivalent training set and test
set. Since most of the spam in the test set is contained in
the training set, accuracy measured by the cross validation
looks like the accuracy on the training set and is misleading.
However, in real situations, a spammer tends to create
a new type of spam so that it can avoid spam ﬁlters. To
emulate such situations, the ﬁrst two thirds of data are used
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The direct-mapped cache method contributes to the
eﬃcient analysis of document space density.

Correct
Miss

• Maintenance free:
Most of the traditional spam ﬁltering methods requires
maintenance of its data-base so that it can handle
new types of spam. An unsupervised learning engine
used in the proposed method can automatically update
its data-base, and does not require such maintenance.
Updating the data-base requires a lot of maintenance
work for ISP operators. Therefore, traditional spam
ﬁltering methods are not adequate enough to be used
for e-mail servers that have a large number of customers.

100

Recall Rate(%)

95
90
85
80

• 98% recall rate and 100% precision:
The results of our unsupervised learning engine might
include both unsolicited and solicited mass e-mails.
Since removing solicited mass e-mail, e.g., a mail-based
magazine, with a short white list, is not diﬃcult, ISP
operators are able to use this method as perfect detector in a practical sense. Experimental results, which
used over 50 million actual pieces of e-mail traﬃc prove
this accuracy.

75
0

50
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150

200
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300

Mail Sequence
Figure 11: Eﬀect of On-line Learning

• Privacy protection:
Hash based text representation and an unsupervised
learning framework inherently protect user’s privacy.

5.2 Maintenance & Privacy
When we use supervised learning methods like [4, 14], such
methods require maintenance tasks. As shown in Figure
10, the accuracy of such methods decreases without maintenance. From the maintenance point of view, our unsupervised learning method has the following two advantages:

At the time of writing this paper, we ﬁnished the research
phase and started to develop a system for daily services to
protect users. However, to fully utilize the proposed spam
detection method to protect customers, the enrichment of
anti spam and related law is necessary. The legal issues of
mass e-mail are beyond the scope of our study.

• Supervised learning methods require a positive and
negative example of spam. This implies that someone
has to check the contents of the mail manually and
therefore has the potential to violate privacy. Since
our method does not require any supervisors, user’s
privacy is inherently protected.
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• Although our method requires a white list, maintaining such a white list is relatively easy, especially when
comparing it to maintaining a black list. The use of
open mail relay servers and faking of the header information are common techniques of spammers. This
makes the compilation of a black list diﬃcult. None
of the solicited mass e-mails are reported to fake its
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